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A. What is our role as apprentices of Jesus on this journey of spiritual formation?
1. We become enamored with him.
2. Then we model our lives around him. (then repeat)

Remember: we go where we are looking. We go in the direction of whatever has our attention. 
We have a choice about where we turn our attention: to the storm or to Jesus in the boat.

B. Silence is one way to practice the presence of God in the storms of life. 

Silence is simply making the conscious choice to remain still and quiet for a set time in order to 
turn our undivided attention to God.

Silence is “intentional time in the quiet to be alone with God, and our own soul. It’s the space we 
make for God to love us, and to transform us into people of love.” 

—John Mark Comer, The Ruthless Elimination of Hurry

C. 3 points about silence in a life of prayer:
1. Practicing silence expresses our essential neediness and dependence on God.

2. Practicing silence embodies our wholeness in Christ. 

3. Practicing silence is one way to open up to God, to be simply present to God.  
(Hey, read Psalm 131!)

“Be still, and know that I am God; I will be exalted among the nations, I will be exalted in the 
earth” (Psalm 46:10 NIV).

D. Why silence?
A. Silence is an appropriate response to storms. 
B. Silence is the first step in active, compassionate ministry. 

Prayerful silence prepares us to face the storm with our attention still set on our Master.

Only out of silence can “much can be said without much being spoken” 
- Henri Nouwen, The Way of the Heart



Questions for digging:

1. In Mark 4:35-41, are the disciples doing anything wrong? What do you think their 
perspective is on what’s happening?

2. Why would Jesus be asleep in a storm?

3. The disciples rebuke Jesus for sleeping, but Jesus rebukes them instead. Why?

4. Did being with Jesus stop the storm?

5. How might the disciples have responded differently to the storm?

6. Where are you in this story? What could you imagine doing differently?

7. What does this story help explain or illustrate about your own life? 

8. What is the answer to the storm?

9. What about silence? When have you ever sought out silence as a safe place or as a 
way to pray? What happened? How did it go?

10. Silence can be a comforting thing, but it can also be a scary, disquieting thing. How 
do you feel when you are silent?

11. Would you be willing to practice prayerful silence?
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